West Villagers: Don’t Let Our Neighborhood Get TRUMPED!

Donald Trump and his partners are asking the City to allow high-rise ‘condo-hotels’ – hotels with units people own and can live in year-round or use as a second home – into manufacturing zones, where residential development is prohibited. This is a way of sneaking around the zoning protections we fought so hard for in our neighborhoods. If Trump succeeds, this will open up manufacturing zones in our neighborhood like the Far West Village south of Barrow Street and the Meatpacking District to new high-rises that were not supposed to be allowed.

WRITE TO THE CITY NOW urging them not to allow Trump or other high-rise ‘condo-hotels’ to sneak into our manufacturing zones where they are prohibited.

Go to www.gvshp.org/trumplet.htm for sample letters you can use, or contact the Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation for more information at 212/475-9585.

Go to www.gvshp.org/trump.htm on the website of the Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation for more information.